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Prolifics Acquires e-testing Consultancy

Prolifics deepens its portfolio of Quality Assurance offerings in the UK, further demonstrating
its commitment to delivering the highest quality of IT solutions

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 21 November 2017 -- Prolifics, a global technology solutions provider, today
announced that it has completed the acquisition of e-testing Consultancy Limited, one of UK’s longest
established software testing companies. With this acquisition, Prolifics deepens its portfolio of Quality
Assurance offerings in the UK, further demonstrating its commitment to delivering the highest quality of IT
solutions.

Having confidence in software has never been more important. With increasing compliance requirements and
security risks, and rapid innovation driving new development methods, it is critical to carry out rigorous
software testing on a regular basis and in line with today’s frequent release cycles. Prolifics will leverage the
deep expertise and local skills of e-testing to make expert software testing and high quality end-to-end IT
solutions available to a broader market within the UK.

“Testing has always been one of our core capabilities at Prolifics,” says Satya Bolli, Chairman and Managing
Director of Prolifics. “The addition of e-testing complements our Quality Assurance and Test Automation
services in UK, enabling us to bring an even higher level of service to our clients.”

Derrick Pereira, e-testing’s CEO said, “Since 1999 e-testing has built strong relationships and delivered robust
testing services, within diverse industry sectors, to some of the most recognisable companies in the world. This
sale enables us to invest in our growth plans and better scale our operations into a highly efficient enterprise
that is well prepared to take the next step, able to enhance our service offering and provide additional
capabilities for the future.”

The sale offers an opportunity for both companies to achieve significant growth, allowing them to leverage
their strengths and service offerings to provide a total solution for organisations seeking customised, end-to-end
IT solutions and market leading QA and Software Testing services.

About Prolifics

Prolifics creates competitive advantage for organizations around the world by implementing customized, end-
to-end IT solutions that achieve business success, leveraging leading technologies in a global delivery model.
For over 35 years, our technology expertise, industry-specific insight and certified technology accelerators have
transformed organizations around the world by solving complex IT challenges.

About e-testing

Established in 1999, e-testing is a leading provider of software testing services, serving a range of clients, from
start-ups to blue chip multinationals and everything in between.
The company specialises in QA & software testing services for web and mobile, functional application testing,
performance testing and test automation. e-testing’s flexible testing services are available on demand, allowing
their clients access to testing specialists and a professional testing function, when it is needed most. Tests can
be managed and run remotely from their UK test lab, on client sites, or a combination of both. e-testing
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regularly supply test consultants to our customers to augment existing teams, to meet peaks in demand.

Media Contact

Kristen(dot)Craft(at)Prolific(dot)com
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Contact Information
Kirsten Craft
Prolifics
+1 646 380 3769

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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